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NEW QUESTION: 1
Consider the following extract from the command Ismap -all
-npiv -fmt:
vfchost0:U9119.FHA.44ABCDE-V2-C642:47::
:NOT_LOGGED_IN;fcs2:U5803.001.9112345-P2-C7-T1:0:4::
vfchost1:U9119.FHA44ABCDE-V2C643:48:lpar02AIX:LOGGED_IN:fcs2:U5
803.001.9112345-P2-C7-T1:5:a:fcsO:U9119.FHA
44ABCDE-V48-C8-T1
From this information which of the following statements is
true?
A. Virtual adapter vfchost0 is pointing to client LPAR id 47.
B. Virtual adapter vfchost0 tried an invalid path to the SAN.
C. Virtual adapter vfchost1 is providing rootvg to the client
LPAR.
D. Virtual adapter vfchost1 is associated with adapterfcs0 on
Ipar02.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are the lead database administrator (DBA) of a Microsoft
SQL Server environment.
All DBAs are members of the DOMAIN\JrDBAs Active Directory
group. You grant DOMAIN\JrDBAs access to the SQL Server.

You need to create a server role named SpecialDBARole that can
perform the following functions:
* View all databases.
* View the server state.
* Assign GRANT, DENY, and REVOKE permissions on logins.
You need to add DOMAIN\JrDBAs to the server role. You also need
to provide the least level of privileges necessary.
Which three SQL statements should you use? Each correct answer
presents part of the solution.
A. CREATE SERVER ROLE [SpecialDBARole] AUTHORIZATION
securityadmin;
B. GRANT VIEW ANY DATABASE TO [SpecialDBARole];
C. GRANT VIEW SERVER STATE, VIEW ANY DATABASE TO
[SpecialDBARole];
D. CREATE SERVER ROLE [SpecialDBARole] AUTHORIZATION sysadmin;
E. ALTER SERVER ROLE [SpecialDBARole] ADD MEMBER
[DOMAIN\JrDBAs];
F. CREATE SERVER ROLE [SpecialDBARole];
Answer: C,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which destination(s) are valid for syslog messages for a Cisco
UCS Fabric Interconnect?
A. the console and log only
B. the console, the monitor, and a file
C. the log, the monitor and syslog queue
D. a file
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
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